


The next generation 
of applications are 

collaboratively intelligent



2021

Formula generation

Translate Natural Language to Power Fx

Includes “programming by example”

First use of GPT in May 2021, now GA

2022

Apps from images

Auto-generate working apps 

and data from images and 

design files (Figma)

Launched May 2022

Power Platform is years ahead of the market bringing GPT-powered AI to Low Code

2022

Describe it to automate it

Build a Power Automate flow just by 

describing it in natural language, using Open 

AI’s GPT-3 model.

Launched October 2022



2023

Maker copilot

Generate apps – and the data 

they rely on – with multi-turn 

natural language conversation

Launched March 2023

2023

App copilot

Bring the power of GPT-based 

natural language exploration to 

all end users of your apps.

Launched March 2023

Power Platform is years ahead of the market bringing GPT-powered AI to Low Code



2023

AI Builder + Open AI

Build GPT-based text generation, analysis, 

and other processing directly into 

automated workflows.

Launched March 2023

Power Platform is years ahead of the market bringing GPT-powered AI to Low Code

2023

Virtual Agent Conversation Boosters

Power Virtual Agents can now be pointed at any knowledge 

base of content using Azure Open AI GPT, instantly equipping 

a company-specific bot without manual development

Launched March 2023







Spørreteksten

Extract information about the individual containers in the text 
below. Return information in a JSON format under a top node 
called shipment. Put the completed or shipment date on a 
node called "released" in UTC format based on the country or 
city, and add a node for the pickup address under an "pickup 
point" node. Extract address to individual fields for street, Zip 
code, city etc. under an address node. Put to node on top to 
the recipient and a from node based on the sender in all caps.

Add a risk analysis about the pick up point in question for 
transport of valuable goods under a "risk" node and categorize 
it on a scale from 1 to 10 and a brief description.



Innhold

Good morning Robin, 

We are pleased to inform you that the shipment clearances for the 
four containers listed below have been completed as of January 12, 
2023, and are ready for collection: 1. A 10 ft. container number 
JKL8783828 with registration number OPQ5000938374575937 2. A 
10 ft. container number JKL8783829 with registration number 
OPQ5000938374575938  3. A 20 ft. container number JKL8783830 
with registration number OPQ5000938374575939 The address for 
collection is 3520 Contoso Avenue, Chicago, IL 60609. If you have 
any questions or queries, please do not hesitate to contact us. We 
look forward to hearing from you.  Warm regards, Margie's Travel
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